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“She looks
overdone.”
— Dr. Matthew Schulman
says. “And she no longer has
a nice smile. Her upper lip
has too much filler centrally, and the right side of her
mouth looks slightly higher than the left — likely a result of poorly placed Botox in
her chin.” NYC-based plastic
surgeon Dr. Matthew Schulman, who also does not treat
Janice, agrees, and notes that
the self-proclaimed World’s
First Supermodel likely also
had a botched lower-eyelid
lift. “Janice has always had
hard and defined features,”
he says. “The work she’s had
done has only made them
more harsh.” His advice?
“Avoid any more interventions to the face!”
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now
eyes

Dr. Schulman
says an eyelid lift —
which can cost up to
$8K — has altered the
corners of Janice’s eyes in
an unfavorable way. “The
outer corner is higher
than the inner,”
he says.

cheeks

Beverly Hills–
based plastic surgeon
Dr. David Amron, who
has not treated Janice,
believes she’s had too much
filler in her cheeks (Janice
has denied this). Price
tag? $1.1K per
treatment.

lips

Lip fillers
can cost up
to $1K per
treatment.

chin

“Her chin is
softer, suggesting
manipulation of
the bone,” says Dr.
Schulman. Chin
surgeries go for
about $8K
a pop.
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lastic surgery is a
touchy subject for
Janice Dickinson.
“Why is this all anyone
cares about?!” she once
snapped, admitting that
she’s had a face-lift, Botox
and fillers “like every other woman in Hollywood.”
That may be true, but not all
of them have gone as far as
Janice has in trying to preserve her looks. “Yes, she
has fewer wrinkles,” concedes NYC-based dermatologist Dr. Kenneth Mark,
who does not treat the star,
61. “But she looks ridiculous!” The worst part of her
“completely unnatural” injectables? They hide her “terrific facial structure,” he
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